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CNAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT

With the current emphasis in our society on the importance of a college

education, the student who does not fit into the traditional emic rrogram in

our high schools is often neglected in our educational planhing. This seems par-

ticularly true in many of our upper middle class suburban communities where vo-

cational education has been slow in developing. Typically the student in a

"comprehensive" suburban high school has had the following choices of program:

an academic, "college oriented" program which leads to entrance into a two or

four-year college; a business program designed to train students to enter an of-

fice-related position upon graduation; a work-study program such as distribu-

tive education, providing on-the-job training for the high school stHdent; and

the "general" program which educators often have considerable difficulty in

defining or defending in terms of supplying useful skills for the student who

will enter the labor market upon high school graduation. The "general" student

is, of course, most often given a schedule which is generously sprinkled with

home economics or industrial arts, both of which appear to becoming more and

more academically oriented and neither of which are designed to provide the skills

necessary to compete successfully in the labor market.

In New York State the advent of the Area Occupational Center has done much

to provide appropriate educational choices for the so called "non-college bound"

student. However, even these programs have neglected a number of these students

primarily because of two reasons: 1)the inclination of many area centers to

establish entrance requirements resembling those of the two-year college and

2)the faxt that most students must wait until th'air junior year in high school

to become elegible for a program in the Area Occupational Center. The opportuni-

ty to chcose vocational education should, of course, be available to every



student, regardless of his academic notential, and the setting up of rigid aca-

demic requirements for entrance into a vocational program is certainly not an

answer to the general student's dilema. Postponing enrollment in a vocational

program until at least the junior year in high school is, of course, justifiable

from the standpoint of vocational development theory and the fact that most stu-

dents are not prepared to make a career choice any earlier. However, it negates

the fact that many students, disgusted and discouraged with "formel education",

wI'l drop out of school before they reach this point, only to become candidates

a few years later for expensive federal programs such as the Job Corps, designed

to salvage whatever vocational skills and human dignity can be saved after

the youngster has "floundered around" in the labor market a while.

The problem stated very simply then is this: What kinds of programs can

be established in the early secondary school for the "Special Needs Student"

which will enable him to escape the traditional academic routine and explore

vocational education as a possible solution to his educational dilema?

HISTORICTL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MULTI-OCCUPATIONS PROGRAM

The Chief School Administrators of the nineteen school districts making up

the First Superviscry District, Eric County, New York have been aware of and

concerned about the problems of the Special Needs Student since they began plan-

ning cooperative services some seven years ago. A number of programs were in-

stituted in the local districts which were designed to attack the unique problems

of these Special Needs Students. The one program which appears to have met with

the most success is the state supported STEP (School to Employment Program) Pro-

gram which provided for on-the-job training, usually in school setting, for the

potential drop-out and the slow learner. In many cases, however, the schools

choose not to begin a STEP program because of a variety of reasons including:

1)high expenses, 2)transportation, 3)lack of well qualified supervisory person-

nel, 4)limited number of students which can be accomodated, 5)lack of appropriate



follow-up programs for the STEP "graduate% etc.

In 1966, David C. Carruth, Director of Trade and Technical Education of

the First Supervisory District, suggested to the school administrators that an

exploratory vocational program for the Special Needs Students be offered at the

area cccupational center. During the 1966-67 school year, 36 students were enrol-

led in the first Multi-Occupations program at the Harkness Center, an area occu-

pational center serving twelve of the nineteen school districts in the First

Supervisory District. During this year, the students had an opportunity to ex-

plore for ten weeks each of the following vocational areas: building maintenance,

food service, gas station operation, and mail-room operations.

During the current school, year (1967-68) under a one-year grant of $52,000

from the Vocational Education Division of the New York State Department of Edu-

cation the Multi-Occupations program has been expanded to include seven voca-

tional exploratory offerings, remedial reading, extensive counseling, and a

teacher in-service workshop designA to acquaint faculty with the unique

problems of the Special Needs Student and to enable them to develoo special

instrdctional aids for use with this group.

The following chapters constitute a report of the progress on the Multi-

Occupations project as of December 31, 1967. Chapter II-Admiristrative Struc-

ture outlines the mechanics of the program, type of studencs involved, program

objectives, scheduling procedure, etc. ChapterIII-In-Service Workshop, re-

ports on the material covered and the teacher's evaluation of their summer work-

shop experience. Chapter IV-Counseling-describes the group counseling program

carried on with the Multi-Occupations students and their reactions to the program

so far. The current status of the reading evaluation and remediation work is

reported in Chapter V, and Chapter VI outlines the progress being made on the

development of instructional aids for use with the Multi-Occupations classes.
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CHAPTER II ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENT DEFINED

For the purpose cf the Multi-Occupations orogram the Soecial Needs Student

has been dlfined very simnly as the student who cannot, for one or a combination

of reasons, profit by continuing in the troditional academic rrogram. Course-

lors in the home schools served by the area occupational center and special edu-

cation teachers working with educable stueents have been asked to recommend

students from the following three categories whom they feel would profit from

the Multi-Occupations program:

1. Potential Dropouts - students who have been faced with one

failure situation after another thrrughout school and have

finally exoressed a strong desire to drop cut of school "as

soon as they are old enrugh" or "as socn as thcv can find

a good job." These students mos.; often are ust fed-up with

our system of formal education and want no more of it.

2. Slew Learners - students who have been faced with one

failure situation after another but are conten to remain in

school in an "adjusted" or "non-dinloma" program either be-

cause they are simply afraid of the outside work; or they

have been convinced by social pressures that staying in

school is "the thing to do." These students most often lack

?ny sense of educational or vocational direction and

would be hard-pressed to come un with a satisfactory answer

to the questicn of why they are still in school.

3. Special Education Students - students classified as educable

mentally retarded who can profit from some degree of formal

vocational training.



PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The three major objectives of the Multi-Occupations program are stated

as follows:

1. To provide exploratory vocational experiences for students who have

experienced learning difficulties in the traditional academic

setting. Development of specific vacational skills in this

program is of secondary concern. The major emphasis is to try

to make each exploratory experience as interesting :Is pessible

and to give students the opportunity to display their aptitude

for a vocational area through practical experience.

2. To improve the trainees' job application and job adjustment

skills thrrugh extensive group and individual counseling.

Statistics indicate that a major reason for job instability is

not a lack of occupational skili but inability to adjust to

one's fellow workers or supervisors. This, of course, is also

a major factor in cAcat;onal instability in the Special Needs

student. The group and individual counseling in the Multi-

Occupations nrogram iF designed to heln the student take a look

at his own behavior and the way he relates tc his pzers and

sunervisors. Hopefully, better school adjustment as well as

better future jcb adjustment will result.

3. To imorove the students' communicatims skills through remedial

nd developmental instruction in reading and writing. The source

extrem.:1 distasteful. Hopefully by relating this type of

of much of the Sf!ecial Needs Students' difficalty with schmi is

his failure to &Moo adequate reading skills. M.'st often this

stuoent, because of his reaeing deficiency, finds reading

instruction very closely to his vocational exploration some
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interest in reading can be rekindled and some Progress can be made

toward imnroving communications skills.

In addition to the afore-mentioned objectives of the Multi-Occupations

program, the staff has, as a result of the grant from the State Education

Department, undertaken a project to develop instructional aids appropriate

for the teaching of vocational subjects to the Special Needs Student. Because

of the reading problems of the Special Needs Student the emphasis here is on

the development of visual materials (i.e. TV Tapes, slides, tranparencies,

etc.) where verbage is held to a minimum.

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

The following exemplifyies the vide range of abilities and personalities

of the 55 students enrolled in the Multi-Occupations program during the 1967-

68 school year.

1. Chronolonical Age

Ranges 15 to 22

Mean 16

2. Ability (as r . -red with Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test)

I.Q. Range 69-120 (one girl scored 144)

I.Q. Mean 87 (Does not include 144 score)

3. Physical Disabilities

1 Epileptic averaging 3 petit mall seizures per day.

1 Brain-injured

1 Severe hearing disability

2 Limited use of one or two limbs

I Limited because of size (4'2" tall, 66 lbs.)

Others-apparently normal but with a wide range of motor ability.

4. Emotional Problems

A wide variety of emotional r:rodems inducing one boy
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who displays extremely erratic behavior who can be expected to "go off

on tangents after 10 or 15 minutes of one activity" and another who

tends to become irrational when angered. Twenty per cent of the

students have been referred to the school nsycholcgist at

the home school for some type of emotional problem.

5. Social Problems

Twc boys and one girl have spent time in some type of penal

institution. (One of these boys was dismissed from the Multi-

Occupations program and has dropped out of his home school.)

A number of students have discussed their aeventures in shop

lifting, housebreaking, drinking, and sexual activities in the

group counseling sessions.

6. Attendance Problems

Most schools renort that the students in the Multi-Occupa

tions program have past records of very noor attendance.

Exact figures will be 7vrlilable ?n... a comnarison tet-een

their nast two years and the present year will be made in

the next nrogress renort.

It shculd be Pointed out that the above mentioned characteristics are ex-

tremes. The physical disabilities are found primarily in the Snecial Education

Students while the emotional and social problems are nrevelant in the nctential

drop-outs and slow learners. It anpears that the most prevalent characteristic

among the majority of students is discouragement with themselves and disallusion-

ment with formal education.

PROGRAM MECHANICS

As outlined in the objectives, the Multi-Occunations nrogram involves three

major factors; exnloratory vocational training, counseling, and remedial work

in communications skills. The latter two are discussed in more detail in later

chanters. Suffice it to say here that these services are provided only to those



students who desire to participate and that time for these activities is taken

from the time period allotted to vocational training.

The Multi-Occupations program itself is a one year program, As mentioned

in Chapter 1, it is offered at an area occupational center. The students spend

three hours per day, five days per week at the occupational center and the re-

mainder of their school day is spent at their home school where they are enrolled

in "academic" courses, such as English, social studies, mathematics, etc.

EgslraLtslyjrairling.-During the year the stut.:ent3 are in the Multi-Occupa-

tions program they have an opportunity to explore four vocational areas. The

students may choose the four areas from the followina available offerings: bench-

work and assembly, building maintenance, food service, gas station operation,

grounds and golf course maintenance, mailroom operations and medical aides.

Each cf these programs is ten weeks in length. Every program is not offered

every ten weeks. (See appendix A for brief course descriptions and master

schedule.)

Student Choice-The initial meeting of the Multi-Occupations group in Sep-

tember was an orientation meeting during which the students were given the op-

portwity to spend a few minutes with each instructor for an overview of the

course offerings. At the end of this orientation, the students made a choice

of the four areas they would like to explore. As a result of their experiences

in the program and their discussions with their peers and the Multi-Occupations

staff, many of them have altered their choices and selected other areas. These

changes have been Permitted in-so-far as the schedule permits and where the

staff feels the chance in plans is a result of increasing vocational maturity.

Grouping-Due to the wide range of abilities and the wide variety of emotional

and social problems present in the Multi-Occupaticns group, there has been some

difficulty in determining how to "group" the students for their vocational ex-

ploratory training. The Multi-Occupations staff decided that grouping on the



basis of measured ability was not valid for this type of program. First of all,

academic skills were not being emphasized in the program and motor skills are

not adequately measured on paper and pencil tests. Secondly, it was felt that

perhae one of the greatest benefits to be derived from the Program was to learn

to associate with peers which were "different". It has been d eNered, however,

that certain types of students do not "mix" well and the staff is still strug-

gling with this problem.

Erslranibilit-In addition to nermiting the stiotnt to make a enoice

of the courses he wishes to explore, the program is flexible in that a promising

student may also transfer into a two year program at the area occupational center .

during the year. In 1966-670 two transfers from the Multi-Occupations program

to the two year food service program were made and the students have worked out

quite well. In November of 1967, a student was transferred from Multi.Occunations

to the regular auto mechanics program and thus far is performing at a high level.

Student Evaluation-As the Multi-Occupations program was discussed during

the summer in-service workshop it became obvious that a traditional grading sys-

tem would not be satisfactory. All of the evils of numerical and letter grades

seemed to be doubly unfair and unrealistic in the Multi-Occupations program.

What is the difference between a 65 tire repair and 85 tire renair? Who's taste

must we satisfy in determining whether an annle nie is worth an A or a 13? Uhat

nart does a student's Previous experience nlay in our evaluations? If.we are

truly committed to the concept of individual differences how can we conceive of

a student "fWing" at vocational exploration? Mary may discover that she is

not particularly interested in or adept at making a hospital bed, but this should

be considered as a sten toward vocational maturity, not_es another failure

It was ultimately decided that, for purroses rf report card grading 0 (Out-

standing), S (Satisfactory) and U (Unsatisfactory) would be used. It was agreed

that a student would be given an unsatisfactory if ha refused to abide by certain



shop regulations and meet certain basic requirements in each course. In addi-

tion, each teacher is encouraged to keep a progress chart for each student uron

which he listed basic skills covered in his class. When a student demonstrates

a certain degree of proficiency in each of these skills he is checked es having

completed it satisfactorily. Also, at the end of each ten week period, an over-

all evaluation is complete for each student in which a recommendation is made

concerning the students' future training in the vocational area just completed.

(See Appendix A)

Class Size-The present size of Multi-Occupations classes averages fifteen.

It was anticipated that this would be a reasonable group to work with since some

students would be out of class --ri-dically for counseling and reading. In

the case of Gas Station Operation, half of the students are assigned to the

station while the others are engaged in classroom or shop wcrk.

The Multi-Occumtions "Graduate"-The student who completes the Multi-Occu-

pations program has three possible alternatives. The student who is interested

e3monstrates=5ufficient "otential may return the fo1lo1;:in:' year to a regular

two-year program. If the staff feels that a student could not profit by addi-

tional formal training even though he shows an interest in a vocational area. the

recommendation would be to return to the home school in a work-study program.

If the student decides that Cropoing out of school is his best choice, he will

have the advantage of having had some basic training in a number of vocational

areas which should helo him in his adjustment to the work world.

EVALUATION AND-RECOMMENOPTION:

Those personnel at the area occupational center who are connected with the

Multi-Occuoatiens program end the counselors in the home schools who are

thoroughly familiar with the program appears to be convinced that it is worth-

while and hes considerable potential for growth. Of those items discussed so

far, however, there are continuing problems in two majcr areas: grouping of



students and student evaluation.

It is evident, of course, that as the curriculum is further developed and

as instruction is improved so as to better accomodate individual differences

the problems of student grouping will decrease. However, there is strong feeling

on the part of the staff that continued attempts should be made to come up with

the right "mix" of students to increase the potential for learning. The most

promising area for further exploration here seems to be to consider some method

of "grouping by personality." Of course,, the personality of the teacher is also

important when considering this problem. Considerable work remains to be done

in this area.

The Multi-Occupations staff appears to be convinced that the 0, S, U method

of grade reporting is appropriate for the program as long as something must ap-

pear on a report card for each student. Unfortunately, all of the feeder schools

do not share this feeling. One school, for example, continues to maintain that

they have to have numerical grades for all students for all subjects because

their computerized report card system does not allow for the use of 0, S, or U.

The major problem with the present system of evaluation lies in the determina-

tion of evaluative criteria for each of the vocational areas and in developing

an adequate check sheet or questionnaire type reporting sheet. The evaluation

form (Apnendix A) has its shortcomings and continuous effort must be exercised

to improve it. Any movement away from the traditional grade reporting methods

is an improvement, however.

Due to the severe emotional and behavior problems presented by some of the

-Audents, and the fact that some of them have severe problems with motor skills,

setting a rigid class size of fifteen seems at this point to be unreasonable. In

a vocational shop where dangerous equipment is involved and where development

of manipulative skills receives some emphasis, it is impossible to provide the

necessary individual attention required when working with this many stu,lc:nts. It is
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recommended that the class size remain flexible, ranging from 8 to 18, dependino

upon the students involved and the shop facilities and instructional staff

available

Members of the Multi-Occupations staff have also spent considerable time in

discussing possible additions to the vocational offerings for the program. The

three mentioned most frequently are cosmetology (manicuring, dispencory girl, re-

ceptionist), floriculture (flower arranging and plant Propagation) and merchan-

dising (shelf stocking, inventroying, casn register operation, etc.). No deci-

sions have been reached on the aduition of these programs.

One of the biggest problems anticipated with the Multi-Occupations program

in the future is providing for adequate staff. Until now the teaching assign-

ments for Multi-Occupations have, for the most part, been handled by the regular

teaching staff. Geoinning in 1968-69, hrwever, all cf the regular staff will

have full-time teaching assignments in the regular two-year programs. This will

necessitate hiring half-time people for all Multi-Occupations teaching assign-

ments. A number of problems are anticipated, including recruiting of adequate

personnel and certification of teachers for this tyre of special program. it

number of possible solutions are being explored: 1)Making use of teacher aids

whc would work with the regular staff on a full time basis, therefore, permitting

the experienced teachers to assume responsibility for both the two year classes

and the Multi-Occupations classes, 2)Sharing teaching perscnnel with other schools

or Special Educaticn, 3)Working out cooperative errangements with local indus-

tries or businesses to make use of their personnel for 10 week blocks of time.

Whatever arrangement or codAnation rf arranements is made for teaching staff,

close supervision of the program will be an absolute necessity and the rossibility

of a full-time Special Needs Ctrdinator should be explored.
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CHAPTER III - IN SERVICE WORKSHOP

In the project proposal approved by the State Education Department, suffi-

ient funds were made available to operate a twenty day in-service workshop for

he members of the Multi-Occupations siaff. This work-shop was to be held during

he four weeks in August preceeding the opening of school and was to include small

roup discussions about the characteristics of the Special Needs Student and ef

ective ways to work with them, and provisions for the faculty to work on the

evelrpment cf instructional aids for their respective courses.

Since project approval was not neceived until July, planning time was cut

heft and it was decided to onerate the workshop for fifteen days in August and

ive days on Saturdays ane school holidays throughout the year.

HE SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENT

A psychologist had been tentatively engaged to work with the staff in the

mall group discussions concerning the unique problems of the Special Needs Stu-

ent. However, since project approval was somewhat late, he accented anothet .

osition for the month of August and was unable to participate. This necessi .

ated the use of the following staff members of the Board of Cooperative Educa-

tional Services:

1. Wayne E. Werner - Guidance Coordinator at the Harkness Center

who had just returned from a one-year NDEA Advanced Institute

at the University of Oregon where the emphasis was on group

counseling.

2. Wendy Schroeder - coordinator of the First Supervisory Dis-

trict's program for children with learning and behavior prob-

lems under the Special Education division of the Board of Co-

operative Educational Services.
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3. Kenneth Freeland - Coordinator of the work study program operated by

the Board of Coonerative Educational Services for high school age Special

Education students.

A schedule of daily activities as well as summaries cf the presentations

Mr. Werner, Mrs. Schroeder, and Mr. Freeland are found in Annendix B. The

neral format followed in their part of the workshop was as follogs: 8:30-9:00

M. - presentation of discussion material, 9:00-10:00 - small groun discussicns.

e major objective of this portion of the workshrn was, of course, to develop

the staff a better understanding of the types of students they would be work-

g with in the Multi-Occupations propram. A number of suogestions were made by

e discussion leaders, and more importantly by the teachers themselves, con-

rning appronriate ways to deal with situatibns which weru likely to come up in

e course of their work with the Special 4eds Student.

RRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

The progress of the work on curriculum will be dealt with in Chapter VI.

ever, since a lam portion of the time in the in-service workshop was spent

the develonment of instructional materials, this work will be mentioned briefly

re.

1 Prior to the August workshop, the staff had done some work with Mr. Carruth

d with Dr. Eisle, from the Curriculum Develrnmont division of the Board of Co-

erative Educational Services, on the development of course outlines and the

itinq of objectives. Therefore: the curriculum development portion of the in-

rvice workshop was planned on the assumption that they were prepared tc consider

specific nroblem of developinp, instructional aids. Due to the villety of

rbal Problems anticinated among the Multi-Occupations students, the emphasis

$ to be on the 62ve1opment of visual materials.

The first lonical step anneared to be to review existing materials to see

any ,r;aplicable or adaptable for use with the Special Needs Student. Film
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rojectors, film strip nrojectors, slide projectors, and overhead nrojectors were

de available to the staff to preview mater is. The services of the district's

ilm library were made available. A large number of instructional materials

atalogs were providec: and secretarial help was on hand to send for preview ma-

rials. Staff members were also encouraged to visit local industries in search

f appropriate teaching aids. For the first week of the work-shop, the teachers

re left pretty much on their own to explore the many resources available.

During tne last two weeks of the wcrkshon, a more structured Program was

rovided. Presentations were made by the Curriculum development materials pro.

uction Personnel and T.V. personnel on l)the use of of Visual Aids in instruction,

)use of the Educational Film., 3)develonment of 8 mm film loops and 4)educatinnal

elevision. Teachers were encouraged to use the remainder of their time in de-

eloning their own library of instructional aids. The last two days of the work-

hop were devoted to a "Show and Tell" in which each of the workshop narticioants

isplayed for the rest of the grain the materials or ideas for materials he had

eveloped.

ORKSHOP EVALUATION

It is, of coursl, difficult to nrovide any kind of statistical evidence sup-

orting the value of a workshop of this nature. However, the following comments

rom the varticipants' evaluation sheets, are indicative of the kind of resnens3

the workshon received:

"The information given and the discussions wnich followed the presentations
ill be of great value when working with any grouo of children or adults. The

roup was made aware of the complexity of the learninp orocess and the importance

f the thach:es rr1.1 in this rmcess."

"Acquainting the teacher with identification characteristics, needs, and
uides for managing the behavior of the mentally retarded was important to con-
ider when planning effective learning situations suited to this group."

"The visit to the Niagara Frontier Rehabilitation Center was most worthwhile.

ome of the philosophy exnressed by its directors might well be adanted to our

ituation. Many simi'arities to our own situation could be cited."
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"I personally found that to discuss previous failings and student problems

ith counselors and colleagues rewarding."

"The time spent in curriculum research was valuable but not adequate.

"Setting up the course of study and evaluating that cutline with total group
as again time well spent."

"There would be value in exploring some manner in which this tyre of curri-
ulum study could be carried on, on a continuihg basis. Each member of the group
eemed able to supply creative stimulation for others outside his or her own

pecialty."

"Visual Aids are needed for curriculum for a "Food S2rvice" program I am

old. "Fine" I say, "I'll do it as soon as I get time." but trying to find the

ime during the regular school year is not as easy as it may sound.4

"Finding time to preview films for my course was of great value. Learning

ow to make transparencies and video tapes, etc. was something that I for one really

eeded to know. Since I obtained this knowledge I have been able to make a large

umber of visual aids with great success."

The following comments from the group leaders also indicated that the work-

hop met with some success:

"The group, at first, appeared to be somewhat reserved, perhaps a little ner-

ous. They didn't quite know what to expect."

"The first day the group wanted to know if they coul.; leave at 4 o'clock.

ow it seems that many of them are still in the building working as latx as 5

clock on curriculum materials.

"The group became very involveo and had many questions which they're begin-

ing to help cach other answer at th!s point."

"The roup seemed to be taking a look at themselves as well as the kint4s of

tudents they anticipate meeting in their classes."

"The encouraging dynamic that seems to be emerging is that others in the group
d to offer help rather than looking to the group leaeers."

Criticism of the workshop appears to be minimal but worthy of consideration

or similar workshops in the future.

Only one participant expressed a need for a more structured program as far

the curriculum work is concerned. All of the others appearec to thrive on the

reedcm they had. Most of them ha(: ideas they had wanted to explore for some

ime and appreciated having the time to do just that. The key to the success

f this type of program appears to be to have sufficient qu 'ied personnel
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ailable for the staff to consult with and adequate supplies and equipment tor

em to use.

A number of the participants commented on thp value of the "Show and Tell"

ssic.n hel1 the last two 4ys cf th workshc7. It was suggested that this type

activity be scheduled earlier in the workshop. Perhaps demonstration lessons

d other types of similar activites could be scheduled periodically throughout

e workshop program. Making video-tapes of these sessions also appears to be

rth considering. This would enable the demonstrator to "see himself in action"

d be a more active participant in the discussion period to follow.

When the worPchop started some ricern was expressed about "mixing" the

rriculum work with the small group discussions on the Special Needs Student.

was difficult fcr some individuals to see how these two apparently unrelated

as could be effectively cembined. In planning the workshop., no conscious at-

mpt was made to tie them together. However, as the workshop progressed, it

came more and more obvious to the participants that the types of activities

ey planned and tN types of instructional aids they developed depLnded a great

al upon their knowledge of the types of students they were likely to be working

th. The two sections of the workshop, therefore, complimented each other quiw

cely.

The only other major rcommendation which was made by the participants was

at the workshop be extended over a longer period of time. Most of the staff

lt that they needed more time. However, it is readily recognized by everyone

education that there is never enough time to accomnlish what one would like

do. In looking at the workshop in retrospect, it is felt that the productiv-

y and the enthusiasm might have begun to "wear off" with too much more time.

e staff members were at the point where they needed to try some of their ideas

t before they went too much further in their developmnet of instructional aids.

e major problem, of course, is to provide sufficient time during the school
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year to maintain enthusiasm for their work and to evaluate and revise their ideas.

IA is suggested that the f.ouivalent of at least five days per semester be set

aside to engage in appropriate follow-up activities for this typo of a workshop.



CHAPTER IV COUNSELING

In addition to having instructional programs which tend to be heavily

weighted,Wfavor of the college-oriented student, many suburban schools also

have guidance programs which are "college-oriented". In most cases, this

does not appear to be a function of the philosophy of the guidance departments

in the schools. Most counselors verbalize what is considered to be a genuine

concern for all students. Hbwever, statements of philosophy and methods of op-

eration sometimes differ. There appears to be a number of reasons for this

situation to exist. The following are examples:

1. The college oriented student is more verbal and mere demanding

of the counselors time than the Special Needs Student.

2. It is often "more convenient" for the counselor to work with

students on college planning because college information is readily

available and admissions counselors are constantly beating a

path to their door. On the other hand, the types of information

which would be useful in working with the Special Needs Students

are very often either unavailable or inappropriate.

3. As indicated in Chapter II, many of the Special Needs Students

have encountered a series of distasteful exPeriences in school.

As a result, these students tend to distrust anv member of the

school staff which may appear to have some authority. Considerable

time is required to overcome this feeling of distrust and many

counselors are so involved with clerical duties that they do not

have the necessary time to spend with these students. This problem

is further complicated of course, bv the disciplinariens in soma schools

who sand "troublemakers" to the guidance office for "the cure" end

are likely to suspend or expell them if they are not "straightened

out" in a matter of hours. This crises oriented anprcach to

counseling does not provide for the type of atmosphere necessary



to be successful with the Special Needs Students.

4. Many Special Needs Students come from home situations which do not

encourage dependence upon anyone. Some of these youngsters have

been pretty much "on their own" for a number of years and have not

had an adult ithce wail%; take the-time tc listen to their concerns

cr talk cver their problems with them.

An additional problem in providing counseling services for the Special

Needs Student who is enrolled in the area occupational center is the fact that

he is in the home school for only one-half of the school day. During this time

he is usually enrolled in an English class, a social studies class, a physical

education class, and another elective such as math, science, art, music, etc.

Unless special counseling programs are Provided for these students the counselors

have an extremely difficult time having students released from class time for

counseling.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING IN THE AREA CENTER

Within the framework of the area center concept the ultimate responsibility

for provision of guidance and counseling service remains with the hcme school.

However, it is readily recognized that there will be problems arise for students
.

which evolve around their work at the area center. In addition, there are cer

tain types of occupational and educational information which are related to the

student's work at the area center about which the area center's guidance personnel

tend to be more knowledgeable than the home school counselor. Also, the counse-

lor in an area center who displays a genuine concern for the welfare of the

students is likely to find that students will seek him out to discuss personal

problem. These factors, of course, raise questions concerning the role of the

counselor in the area center.

In some situations professional ethics prevent the area center counselor

from sharing confidential information with anyone. In a majority of cases, how-

ever, the most satisfactory answer to the question raised above is to take a
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"team approach" to student problems. This, of course, means a considerable amount

of time on the telephcne and in conference with both counselors, vocational

teachers and administrators, parents and the students themselves in determining

courses of action and in deciding who is going to do what to carry out these

courses of action. In some cases it is determined that the home school should

follow through on a problem; in other cases the area center counselor will have

this responsibility; in still other cases all party's concerned will follow

through cn some phase of the problem.

MEETING THE COU1SELI1G NEEDS OF THE MULTI-OCCUPATINS STUDENTS

When the Multi-Occupations program was conceived it was determined that,

because of their unique characteristics, counseling services beyond those of-

fered to students enrolled in the regular programs at the area center would

be necessary. Crises-oriented counseling had not proved successful in the

past. Their feelings of distrust for adults in a school setting cculd not be

overcome by dealing only with problems whicn arose in a classroom situation. As

a result it was decided that the Multi-Occupations students should have an op-

portunity to sit down with a counselor in a non-threatening atmosphere and ex-

plore his feelings about himself, his peers and the adult world.

It was also decided that meeting these students in small process groups

was the most efficient and most meaningful method of accomplishing this. Each

student was involved initially in at least two group meetings. After the initial

meetings, the students made a choice as to whether they would continue in the

groups. Over half of the students chose to become involved in the groups and

mut during the first semester on a weekly basis. As the second semester begins

it is expected that new groups will be formed and some of the old groups will

be restructured so that almost all of the Multi-Occupations students will be

involved during the year they are enrolled in the program. Time for the group

meetings is taken from classroom time and the topics for discussicn range from
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personal problems to problems evolving around the home school or area center

programs.

In addition to the counseling groups with the students, a weekly meeting

is held with the entire Multi-Occupations staff. These discussions most often

evolve around specific students. As the discussions develop, hcwever, it is quite

often discovered that problems which appear initially to Le unique to one student

are in reality common to a number of students. Therefore, these staff meetings

are often quite effective in improving the "counseling skills" of the teaching

staff.

In addition to these formal attempts to help students discover themselves

"informal counseling" is undertaken in the area center. The freedom of the shop

situation enables the guioance coordinator and the special needs coordinator

to spend a great deal of time talking with students while they are "on the job"

making an apple pie or changing a tire.

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is extremely difficult to determine empirically the value of the group

counseling sessions in the Multi-Occupations program. Even though all of the

stuaents are not directly involved in a group they are all subject to a more

positive approach to the process of education than most of them have been in the

past. They receive the attention of a staff ranging from secretaries to the

building principal who are genuinely concerned about their welfare ano are willing

to listen to them. Every effort is made to create an atmosphere throughout

the program in which they can feel accepted. Results of attitude surveys or

questicnnaire given to his home school teachers and counselors would therefore

reflect changes which are a result of the entire program, not an isolated segment

of the program.

Even thcugh statistical evidence cannot be provided in support of the group

counseling, subjective observations by the staff would indicate that some posi-
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tive effects are resulting from these meetings. On a number of occasions students

have asked when their next meeting will be held or if they coulc4 meet more often

than once a week. On the few occasions when group meetings have been cancelled

or postponed the students were quite obviously disappointed and on occasion dis-

played their disappointment quite venemently. On more than one occasion students

have indicated that these meeings are the first time adults have taken the time

or interest to listen to their view point and not "lecture" them. Even the fact

that the students feel free to stop in the guidance office to pass the time of

day or to tell the zounselors or secretaries about a new dress or a trip they

took over the weekend or a date they had, etc. is an indication that they are

beginning to feel comfortable with some adults, perhaps for the f4rst time in

their lives.

There appears to be consensus among the multi-cccupations staff that, although

the team approach involving the area center counselor and the home school

counselor is effective in dealing with student problemss the addeC attention pro-

vided for the Multi-Occupations students througn group counseling is a necessary

part of the total program and every effort should be made to provide the necessary

puisonnel to continue this service.



CHAPTER V - READIA

Just as the group counseling in the Aulti-Occupations program is meant to

supplement - not supplant - the counseling of the home schL,1, the reading pro-

gram conducted at the area occupational center is designed to supplement those

attempts at the home school to improve the reading skills of the Special Needs

Student.

The reading program at tha occupational center is based on two major pre-

mises: 1)the most basic "occupational skills" are reading and communications

skills and these cannot be separated from "saop skills" and 2)the major reason

for the failure (a? traditional reading programs to develop these skills in the

Special Needs Student is the lack of motivation on the part of the students -

motivation which could perhaps be developed in a reading situation which is closely

related to a vocational skill.

The first of these premises can scarcely be argued. Considerable evidence

has been presented which indicates that failure to advance on the job is often

a result of a reading deficiency. Needless to say, many potential workers are

not even hired because of inability to co4lete an application blank or inability

to communicate effectively in an interview situation. With the rapid changes

taking place inour econerry and the trend toward a more complex technical society,

the lack of adequate reading and communications skills will pose an increasingly

serious problam for the potential worker. Tho non-reader or poor reader will

continue to fall further and further behind in the race for jobs.

There also appears to be censiderable agreement that a major reason for

the lack of success with many students enrolled in traditional reading programs

is the lack of student motivation. Everyone from the parents to the kindergarten

teacher has been blamed for this lack of desire on the part of some students

to learn. However, one of the most valic; indictments against the schools in this

respect seems to be that they have somenow failed to demonstrate to the Special
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Needs Student the relationship between learning basic reading skills and making

a living a few years in the future - the emphasis has too often been on "reading

for reading's sake". When the Multi-Occupations program was being planned, it

was hypothesized that motivation to read could be developed in some students

in the area center more readily than in the home school. When the student was

faced with a situation in which he had to read the label on an oil can or the

instructions in an automobile maauel to properly serve a customer in a service

station, or that he had to be able to read a recipe to make edible apple turn-

overs or spagetti sauce, he might have the necessary motivation to seek help

with a reading problem. It is, of course, extremely important to have the

reading help readily available for him when he does reach this point. Ia is

also extremely important to have a reading instructor who is in a posiaion to

consult with the vocational instructor on the types of reading material with

which the student may be faced in the shop situation. The reading instructor

and the vocational teacher must be in a position where they can compliment each

other's efforts. (It should be noted that the ultimate answer to the reading

problems of the Special (eeds Student is to develop programs which encourage this

close relationship between the "real" world for each youngster ano the "academie

world of the school setting much earlier in the students educational career. Sal-

vage operations at the secondary level are certainly not the most ideal solutions

to the problem.)

There are additional factors which appear to support the offering of reading

instruction to tha Multi-Occupations students in the area occupational center.

1)The non-academic setting of the center appears to be less threatenina to the

Special Needs Student who has faced a series of failure situations in an academic

environment. Reading in this kind of an atmosphere is often more palatable to the

Special Weeds Student. 2)Ao grades are attached to the reading program at the area

center. The emphasis is to develop in the student a desire to improve himself at
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his own rate of development, not to compete with his peers for some arbitrary

standard of achievement established by adults.

PROGRAM EChANICS

The reading portion of the Multi-Occupations program involves three basic

activities for most students: diagnosis and orientation, motivational activities,

and remedial work.

DIAGNOSIS AND ORIENTATIOJ - Initially all students who are enrolled in the

Multi-Occupations program are involved in the reeding program in that they all

meet individually with the reading instructor for an interview and brief testing

session. An attempt is made at this time to find out something about the student's

educational background and his reading habits and interests (or lack of interest).

In addition, a Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test is adNinistered to each student to

get some idea of his level ef intellectual ability. Based on the results of this

interview, additional diagnositc evaluation is scheduled on an as-needed basis

for each student to determine which areas of reading disabilities are in need of

the most attention. During tnis initial phase of the program considerable time

is also spent in discussions with the students concerning th ! need for reading

skills and in explaining how the reading program 011 opeaate.

Whin all students have completed the diagnosis and orientation portion of the

program they have the opportunity to choose whether thcy will remain in the reading

program or not. It is made clear to those students who choose not to stay that

the reading instructor and the reading progrem are avail ble for their benefit

and that if they deciae at a later time they would be interested in participating

they may do so. In this year's Multi-Occupations group twelve students chose

nrt to become involved in the reading program.

For those students whe decide to remain in the program a determination is

made concerning their assignment to a reading group. As a result of the initial

testing and interviewing a group of twenty-eight students expressed an interest
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but had some rather serious reservations about what it

in the reading
p rograr

nese students were reading at levels ranging from third to

cculd do for them.

trno prada and a large
nurber had had unsuccessful experiences in remedial reading

rasses nrior to the4r enrollment
in the Multi-Occupations Program. This oroun

;

of students was di
oded into small groups and was scheduled for meetinos twice a

week which nvolv d activities
designed to motivate them and regenerate an interest

i

in reading.

Another group of fifteen students anneared to be "ready" immediately for

some type cf developmental or remedial work. Most of those students were the

odueable students in the program and were reading at the first through fourth

grade levels.

.',MOTIVATIONAL ACTIVITIES-As pointed out above, a majority of the students

in the Multi-Occupations program were not considered "ready" for remedial or de-

velopmental reading. They had difficulty seeing how any more reading classes

would help them. Fey' attempts had been made in the nast to relate reading to

the "real" world cf thes2 students - the topics the students were interested in

had, for the most part, been discarded as beino of ouestionable literary value

and, therefore, net worth sncnding time on in en English class or reading grour

in the home schools. The students were suspiciwis that reeding at the ara

center would be more of the same. Invelving these students in remedial work with-

out attempting to develon healthier ettitudes toward readlng anneared to N.? a

useless undertaking.

Obviously, no single apnrcach would be successful in dealing with the moti-

vational nroblems of all the students in the Multi-Occurations nrcgrem. Variety

of approach and variety of materials geared to the needs nf the individual stu-

dents is, therefore, absolutely necessary. Extensive use is made of all tynes

cf audio-visual material as wall as nopular reading materials such as eaperbacks,

magazines, newsparers, etc. and vocationally oriented materiels such as renair
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menuals, cockbooks, can labels, blueprints, etc. The key, of course, is to have

available for the students thc materials in which they have an immediate interest,

whether it is scuba-diving and smoking, carpentry and cars, motorcycles and music,

or liot-rods and hotdogs.

In addition to Provisions for a variety of materials, two other factors are

emerging as being extremely important to the success of the reading program. Bcth

of these anpear to be rather obvious but frenuently overlooked in the normal

reading program.

First, reading cannot be separated from the ether communicaticns skills in

the reading program attention must also be given to oral communications and

written communications. All too often in tha course of his school career, the

Seecial Needs Student has been told that he doesn't speak well enough, his vocabu-

lary is inadeouate, his grammar is poor, his punctuation is inaccurate, his snelling

is atrocious, and his dialect is ridiculous. Language divergence is generally

scorned by adults who often have very little understanding of the family back-

ground in which these language nattcrns were develmed.

The first step, then, is to accent the student and to ccnvince him by word,

deed, and attitude Oat the language he sneaks and writes is his, that it is natural,

that it expresses meaning and that he. can communicate effectively. Confidence

in the student's communications skills is built through writing abcut and dis-

cussing t pics which are of interest to the students - tonics about which they

have read or seen on a T V nrcgram cr in a movie. Initially nc attempt is made

to "correct" the student's writing or sneaking. Emphasis is placed upon making

then feel ccmfortable with this type of approach to communications. As the Pro-

gram is developing and the students are gaining more confidence, many are be-

ginning to ask questions about lminuage structure, spelling, punctuation, etc.

It is at this noint that work of a remedial or developmental nature in reading

can begin.
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A second factor which is extremely important for the success nf a reading

program is the dagree of cooperation received from the other staff members in

a school setting. An attemnt is made in the Multi-Occupations nrogram to involve

the total staff in the program. Vocational instructors are encouraged to provide

the reading instructor with copies of any written material used in their classes.

They are also encouraged to involve the reading instructor in the devclopment

of instructional materials for their classes. Although en attempt is made to

keep formal instructicn and verbalization to a minimum in the vovtional class-

roomoinstructors are encouraged to involve students in activities in the class-

room which relate to communications (i.e. writing job sheets, conying rccines,

reading narrations to filmstrips, etc.). The imoorv.nce of developing communi-

cations skills for job success is also emnhasized in the vocational classroom.

Thus far it has been more difficult than exnected to imnress upon the vocational

instructors the importance of their cooperation in the success of the reading

program. However, there is reason to believe that as the total Multi-OLcupations

program continues to develon this problem will be alleviated. The real problem

in this area is one of relating the activities of the area center with those of

the home schocl in both the reading area and the vocAtional area. This appears

to be additional justification for a coordinator of the Multi-Occupations Program

on a full-time basis.

REMEDIAL AAD DEVELOPMENTAL READING - Remedial and develormental reading in

tho Multi-Occupations program is nct drastically different than that carried

on in those hrme schools where a reading instructor is availrble. Extensive

use is made of autemted devices such as controlled readers, language masters,

Craig reader, tape recorder, etc. and ether technioucs used in the normal reading

nrogram.

It is recognized, of course, that not all students will reach the point at

the same time where remedial cr developmental r3ading All be appronriate for
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them. It is probable that many students will not be ready for such a Program

during the entire year they are in the Multi-Occupations program.

As mentioned earlier, fifteen of the students (mostly educable) began a

developmental program immediately following the diagnostic interviewing. Six

additional students are now involved in a "'reading workshop" which involves small

group and individual activities of a remedial nature.

It should be emphasized that these students are actively engaged in remedial

work five days per week at their request, primarily because they could see for

the first time that reading had some meaning for them. Another indication of the

success of the motivational reading activities is the fact that two boys have

chosen to drcp rePding at the area center so they could enroll in a program at

their home school. Neither boy had any interc" what-so-ever at the b2ginning

of the year in such a program. third boy drooped out of the ,Iulti-Occupations

program all together because he felt for the first time that he was achieving

some success in an academic program at his home school and wanted to spend more

time there so he could ta're extra reading and keer his other grades u
"."3



CHAPTER VI - CURRICULUM DEVELOPAAT

Progress Report humber 2 which will be forthcoming in July, 1968 will con-

cern itself primarily with the topic of curriculum and the status of its de-

velopment for the Multi-Occupations procran. Report number 2 will include ccurse

outlines and descrirtions of materiels which have been rrenared for use with

the Special Needs Student as outlined in the "reject funded by the State Educa-

tion Department. The nresent report, therefore, will be confined to comments

concerning some of the "discoveries" made by the Multi-Occupetions steff es they

worked cn instructional materials for the Special Needs Students.

LACK OF APPROPRIATE MATERIALS - Preliminary exploration of existing instruc-

tional meterials had suggested that material for the Special Heeds Student vas

scarce. Ps tha instructors became more end more involved in reviewing commercially

produced materials this point was brought home more emphatically. In fact, as

meterials were reviewed by vocationel instructors and the reading instructor,

it became evftent that much of it is miitten at reedino levels which are well

above the level of comprehension cf the students in the traditional vocational

programs. Most auto mechenics text books, for example, were found to be written

for the thirteenth and fourteenth grade levels in reading.

INDUSTRY AS A SOURCE OF MATERIAL - Instructors were encouraged to exnlore

every vossible source of material which might be of some benefit to them. Local

industry was suggested es one place to look for materials. Many cf the instruc-

tors returned from trips to industry amezed at thP veriety cf materials which

were available and could be adanted for use in their vocaticnel arees. Equally

encoureging was the fact that industry enpeared to be so willing to coonerate by

w king these materials evailablo to the schcels.

PLANNMG TIME - The instruct-Ts soon reelized that provisions for adequate

time to nrenere meterials was critical. Nest of the faculty indicated that the
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three-week summer workshop was not adequate to do a good job of curriculum

planning. Perhaps more criticel than summer planning time, hcwever, is adequate

time during the school year to review his meterials and make revisions efter

they have been tried out on student oroups. In somc cases, entire course outlines

or sets of matnrials developed during the summer have been discarded as being

inanpronriate for the Special Needs Student. Instructors are finding it ex-

tremely difficult during tha school year to find the time to revise plans and

develop new materials, however.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT - A number of the instructors have experimented with

involving students in the preparation of instructional meterials. Perhaps the

best examples of this were the production of a number of 8 m.m. loops, narticularly

in food service and building maintenance. These loons, usually three or fcur

minutes in length, involve sinple procedures which can tie demenstrated in a few

steps (i.e. setting a door lock, making notate crequettes, cleaning a ccffee urn).

Student involvement included settino up the sequence of shots to he filmed, pre-

paraticn of necessary explanatory signs, assembly cf the necessary supplies and

equinment, ane actually performing the procedure whiaebeing filmed. Some of

the students' first attempts at producing 8 m.m. loons are nf questionable

value as far as future teaching devices are concerned. However, there seems tc

be little ouestion about the value of the exnerience fer the students involved.

As instructors become more familiar with nupil-teacher planning processes and

as they continue to wcrk with students en the development of film Mops, video

tares, posters, etc. the quality of the ene product will also nc doubt imnrove.

VERBALIVTION PROBLEI - Those instructors who hew worked with thc Multi-

Occupations students arrePr to recognize rnre readily thPt they have a tendency

to verbalize or "talk at" students too much, and thlt this is perhlns the least

effective way to work vith this type cf student. Working with curriculum neonle
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who are knowledgeable about the effective use of instructional materials, as

well as meeting weekly to discuss student behavior appear to be resnonsible to

a great extent for this realization. Instructors are beginning tc look more

carefully at their teachinn methods and the effectiveness of the teechinr -

learning situations thcy are nutting togother.

Over-all, the actual production of instructicnal retorials has moved at a

slower pace than expected when this part of the project was begun. One of the

major reasons for this appears to be the "readiness level" of the instructors

to undertake this type of ectivity. They are well ouelifie0 from the standpoint

of understanding the content of their vocational subjects. They are also ex-

tremely enthusiastic and desirous of developing worthwhile programs. However,

there appear to be some deficiencies in their preparation es teachers which

their present teacher training programs are not filling. This tends to make

the curriculum development process somewhat slow.
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30,AiD OF VOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL ERVICE3

Fir t -upervisory District, Erie County

Harkness Center

C171.13E DE3CRIrTION' MULTI-OCCUPATIOgS PROGRAM

TENCH:WORK AND ASSMBLY

3enchwork and Assembly is desiFned to acquaint studrInts

with some of the basic operations connonly found in industrial
asso:Ably line3. Operations such an solderIng, drill prLsn

operation, grindinir find polishin,., tc. will be t&w.ht as the

studonts product a usablo proiuct in assembly-lin( fashion.
Qurdity control and sow. mark tin,,r, wIll also bt fin

int(--rral prt of fht_, bc,ncholk '4nd '4,.scmb1 y progra'n.

BTTILDTNG MA INTE7A ICE

ildng intenance will cov(r tho proper ruthods of

cle.mine and caring for an induotri..l, burinors, or school

in addition an introduction into plumhinc,

work, c'trpentry and masonry will also be included. Mt,intnince

of powfr tcols :.nd small lasoline intlines and the propi,r use

and car-, of hnnd tools will bL covered.

FOOD PREPARIITION AND SERVICE

Erlphasis in th Food PrepDration -nd Service program is

on qur:ntity food preparction. In addition to coverin6 thc skills

n:ary for waiters and waitress, considerable tim. is

sp,,,nt in 1;1,t_ pr,.pf.r-stion of simpiL foodo such us soups, sLdads,

sandwiches, deE'serts, t.tc. Kitchn sanitation and safety are

also cover,A.

GAS STATION OPERTION

Students in th!.: Gas Station Operation phase of the Multi-

Occupations program will receive experience in an actual servicLI

station under the supervision of a Harkni:ss Center instructor.

Tht; major (laphasis in this procram will be on custom(1- syrvice.

cilso included in the procram will b,; emsidorablt; work on minor

repirs *And service such as lubrication, ojl change, tire reprcir,

car washing, etc.



GROUNDS 141D GOLF CCM3E MAINTENANCE

The Grounds and Gclf Co,arst, Maintenance program includes

instruction in th<, planting and c'Irk, of trees, shrubs, flowers,

grasses, etc. and the use 'Ind maint(nance of hand and power

tools, mowtrs and equipmcnt. Spt,cific instruction in the care

of golf courses will also be included.

MAIL ROOM OPERATIONS

Mail Room Opt,rations involvL,s learning the operation of

a variety of machims usually found in a largc industrial or
busin.ss mail .-)r irplAcrAing n-,n,11. Instruction in the following

muchint,c ic includ (titto, mir:Locr',rh, offset printing prtss,

addr,,ssogral)n, emhoroph, lLt4,r-ff_ader, postag( soulos and

p()staf.r,,

MEDICIII, AIDE

Thu Mc,dical Aile progr.im includes instruction in thL. curt,

Find cl(.4ning of the hospital unit and t,quipmt,nt and th t. cart,

of tht, 1.)..titnt, including feLAim: tho p!,Itient, bed baths, body

muchanics, pr.tiont positioning, ,,tc.



Student

BOARD OF COOPERIITIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
First Supurvisory District, Erie County

99 Auvo Drivu
Buffalo, Nuw York 14225

10 WEEK EVALUATION - MULTI-OCCUPATI NS

re.roorr.r.dr.m.mftwanor...row...rrw_

Course

Instructor INIIINOMOMINM=111../Namm==01.1.11.41411IlligmalWasYOINONNOs...../O.

..m.111111MIN..10.1.1.11104111111141.110111011,111011111110.1111111

ATTITUDES AND PERSONAL PERFORMANCE

1, CARE OF WORKING SPACE, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS

Very careful and neat
Mnkes good use of most items
Acceptable
Frequently careless
Shows complete disregard for tools and equipment, wastuful

Supporting comments:

116,11=m10pl. ...misms, ........111.10

2, INITIATIVE - USE OF WORKTYG TIME:

Makes good use of time, often seeks additional work

Performs assigned tasks completely, checks work carefully

Usually completes assignments
Will complete assignments only with consistent prodding

Very seldom completes work assignments

Supporting comments:

3. DEPENDABILITY, ABILITY TO WORK WITH MINIMUM OF SUBERVISION:

Exceptionally depondabl, no supervision requirad

Very dependable, needs only occasional supurvision

Gnerally dependable)
Sometimes unre1iall1t1
Nueds constant supervision

Supp rting comments:



ATTITUDE TOWARD CO-WORKERS:

OVIIIII1001111.111.1.

WI*

Very cooperativc, ftlways willing to help others

Cooperates well with others
Usually cooperates willingly
Very seldom cooperates
Disagreeable, inclined to cause trouble

Supporting comments:

ATTITUDE TOWARD INSTRUCTOR:

Respectful, very helpful
Cooporates we;ll
Usually co;perative
Very seldom co-Terates
Disrespectful, does not c)operate

Supporting c-mments:

6. APPEARANCE:

Well rr,7)')/ud, dr(issos appropriately for the situation

Usually wJll ;J,r,)omed
fe)r Gmployment in this vocational field

Supw)rting ,!,

7. ATTENDANCE:

Fair
P)e)r, we)uld have difficulty Irqding a job with attendance

pattern

S uppeIrt 1 nil:



SU3JECT MATTE

3. INTEREST IN COURSE:

Appears to be extremely interosted in this work
Displayed a high desree of interest
Frequently displayed Interest
Very little interest displayed
No apparent interest

Supporting comments:

2. APTITUDE FOR THIS TYPE OF WORK:

maymiwalw. 31v)ws txcvlient p.otntial in this field
Sh-wn n-tLnti.11

e ,nsistent hard w ork
Sh-ws liL1 n ntial

lloparent promise in this field

Supportinc, comments:

REC OMMai DAT ION

Student should conider returning to the Harkness Center
for thcl tuv.) year prram in

Al=1...11....1110111.mo

Student slyould consider continuing his training in this
field through some type of ii,p-the-job training.

Student should cmsider seeking training in a different
vocatimal field.

Additimal comments:





BOARD OF COOTERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
First Supervisory District, Erie County

99 Aero Drive
Buffalo, New York 14225

FACULTY WORKSHOP - MULTI-OCCUPATIONS PROJECT

Auvst 14-31, 1967

*******i;*******i;-**71.***************-*******iSH:

FACULTY PARTICIPANTS

Maurice Clark - Food Service
Frances Collins - Nurses Aide
Pauline Firestone - Food Service
hennig Holland - Building Nnintenance
Robert Krueger - Grounds & Golf Coursu Maintenance
Duke LeMeru - Gas Station Operation
Geraldine Simmons - Mail lioom Operations
Bordun Smith - Food Service

WORKSHOP CONSULTANTS

Vocational

David Carruth Director, Trade & Technical Education
David Hill - Multi-Occupations Project Coordinator
Wayne Werner - Guidance Coordinator

Curriculum

James Eisele - Director, Curriculum Development
Norm Johnson - Assistant Director, Curriculum Development
Joseph Plusur - Educational TV
Ted Ertle - Educotional TV
Al Kraubel EduccItional TV
Bob Lang - Materials Production
Muriel Lindsay - Film Library

Lplicial Education

Ken Freeland - Work-Study Coordinator
Wendy Schroeder Learning and Buhavioral Problems



WORKSHOP OUTLINE

Mon. A.A.g. 14 - 9:00 - 10:15 Orientation (Hill)

10:30 - 12:00 Communications Workshop (Werner)

1:00 - 4:30 Review of Existing Curriculum Plans
(Hill, Werner, Lang)

The remainder of the three-week workshop will be devided into
two major areas: (1) a communications workshop and (2) curriculum
development work and evaluation.

COMMUNICATIONS WDRKSHOP

The communications segment of the workshop will meet from
8:30 to 11:00 A.M. and will involve presentations, discussion,
films and tapes related to the area of interpersonnl oomminivithion.
Emphasis will be on discussion of effe-ctive ways in which to work

with the Special Needs Student.

Presentations by Waynu Werner, Ken Freeland and Wendy
Schroed'ir will include the following topics: Characteristics
of the Special Nuuds Students, Sources of Learning and 5ehavior
Problems, Levels of Communication, The Win-Lose Paradigm, The

Nature and Power of Acceptance, Self-Concept, Facilitation of
Significant Learning, Dcveloping Student Responsibility for
Learning.

Films to be used are: Anatomy of a Group, Setting the Stage

for Learning, Diagnosing Group Operation, Individual Motivation
and Behavior,

Tapes will include The Poor Scholar's Soliloquy, and No

School Report.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

A major portion of thc faculty's time will be spent in
developing curriculum matelials and instructional aids appropriate

for the Multi-Occupations Students. This work will involve the
following:

Course of Stu,lv Organization - The organization of teaching
unit:, in-6o a loriwta cquonce and the writing of learning
objoctives should be near completim. Evaluation and
review of these course outlines will be accomplished on
an individual basis with the cooperation of the curriculum
consultants during the first days of the workshop.

Curriculum Research - Considerable time will be spent in
reviuwin in:-tructional materials catalogues in an attempt
to locate existing materials which are appropriate for



the Special Needs Student. Those materials which appear

to be appropriate will be ordered for preview. In

addition, contacts will be made with local organizations,
businesses, and industries in an attempt to find useable

teaching aids and instructional ideas. Letters to other

schools offering similar programs and to professional
organizations will also be sent.

- Considerable emphasis
will be placed on the development of audio-visual aids

for use in the Multi-Occupations program. This will

involve working with Bob Lang and Joe Plesur and their

staffs in the development of video-tapes, overhead
transparencies, Eimm. film lops, slide stories, etc.

This will be done on an individual basis with each
teacher working with the curriculum personntA most

appropriate for the particular problem they are involved

with.



BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
First Supervisory District, Erie County

99 Aero Drive
Buffalo, New Ynrk 14225

MULTI-OCCUPATIONS IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP

August 14-31, 1967

The following presentations were made during the 15 day

workshop for the Multi-Occupations Staff at the Harkness Center.

Small group discussions were held after each presentation.

Monday, August 14

LEVELS OF COMMUNICATIONS - WAYNE E. WERNER

All of our encounters with people involve communication with

them and this is usually done in a verbal manner. I would like to

outline what I would consider some steps in personal communication

which will describe what happens during various types of encountprc.

I have broken these down into five levels based on a breakdown made

by Dr. John Butler, Staff Psychiatrist at Oregon State University

Medical School.

Level 5 communication is the type of discourse which takes

place between two people and is not understood. It may cause

one party to become hostile. This may be an area where we say

that people are tuned out or we may tune people out becaase what

they are saying does not make sense or we consider against what

we think or believe. Unfortunately, much of the communication

between students and teachers and between teachers and administra-

tors seems to be at Level 5.

Level 4 communication is of the nature that I hope that we are

having right now. That is to say I am giving you some of my



thoughts and opinions. You ar listening and, hopefully, under-

standing what I am saying. There is no emotional loading in-

volved. It is simply a transmission of information from one

person to another, and, hopefully, it is understood in the manner

in which it is given.

Level 3 communication usually involves some emotional loading.

Like Level 4 it is understood and will be accepted. However/ the

content usually involves a personal matter (at the feeling level)

which has happened in the past. It is important that the listener

gives the feeling that he is "with" the student or counselee and

that he understands and accepts what is being said.

Level 2 communication, like Level 4, is understood and accepted.

It has emotional loading like Level 3, but the content involves

how the person is feeling in the "here and now". And, it is

important that the student or counselee ft.els that the teacher or

counselor understands what he is saying and that be accepts the

student or counselee as a person and is not judge-mental. If

the teacher or counselor begins to sort his mail, or write reports

or looks out a window, or makes a phone call while the student

or counselee is talking, the level of communication will probably

move from Level 2 back to Level 5 immediately. We need to give

people our individed attention when we are talking at a feeling

level or we will lose them.

Level 1 communication is probably the most difficult level

of communication to achieve. It happens very seldom and usually

will happen only between two people who are very much in love or

experience the same thing at the same time. buch as, twn

astronauts moving out of the earthts atmosphere. Level 1



experiences cannot be explained to a pers)n who has not had the

experience or was not there. It is something that happens between

the pcople involved at the time. Both understand it and feel it

but cannot describe the feeling t) an "outsider".

It is important that we try to keep our everyday communication

at Level 4 or lower so that we are able to be understood by those

around us and can communicate acceptance and understanding to

others, so they will be able t,) accept us as persons who will be

honest with them and who they can trust.

*iSH;;;

Tuesday, August 15

WIN-LOSE PARADIGM - WAYNE E. WERNER

Usually in our inter-pers-nal rclati)ns, we very often

catagorize each encounter on the blsis of winning it or losing it.

We catagorize gond or bad er right or wrong. It usually doesn't

make any difference whether this takes place in a classroom between

students an(3 teachers or between teachers, associates, wives, or

anynne we may encounter in our daily living. The thing that often

happens when we catagorize is that we have an emotional response

to the event. If we feel a sense If loss, we may react in several

ways, One way is to withdraw, and when we withdraw, we inhibit

our behavior and we very often replace our actions. And, when we

withdraw, we may become oapitulators.

A complete capitulator is the type of person who wants peace

at all costs. This is to say, he will do anything he is told even

though he usually does not like it. He inwardly rebells against

it but he does the assignment because he is afraid not to. He is

not secure enough with himself to stand up for what he thinks is

right.



A capitulator very pften is the victim of a serJes ,f ps-ch-)-

s-matic illnesses. Some of the m st frequent nnes are lower hack

pains, arthritis, dandruff, and ulcers.

All of these illnesses rIrc very real, but they aru the result

of a conflict within the pers-n rhich causes tunsion nd anxi.ty.

And, since the person cannot f:et these, feelings out, they manifest

themselves in the form of thesu lalnesses.

As the withdrawal bec-mes mnre severe, the persm may becmtl

more depressLci and frJm increasel lopr,ssilns will bcolm( ovbromely

unhealthy muntnlly, physically, and s-cially.

Since ur emlti,nal resp.nses art ltarneJ thru,-,h experience,

th(1 previous r ragraphs have explainL,d -n( tyr% f learned expkri-

ence - that -f withlrawul.

Let's t,'k a lo k 't whnt hatTens as we Lxpruss )ursolv(s

rather than null away from thu situ"tim. One meth-N: is t) let

people know what ore think. Hlwevur, we may n t be undst od 1,

what we say may not be accepted.

Eri^ Berne, in his bo)k, Games Pe)ple Play, lutlines many of

the m-) t familiar gam s tLt we all play at varying timk,s. In ,ur

s)cial Lnc-unters, one lf the '11.9,t C'AM c)uld be calld,

"Why 1-ntt you - yes, but " This is a game which takes place

when rv, pers n asks a questin. Thk, respInse may be, "Why dmft

yiu Co an,1 tl which th persm y-u ask the questim replies,

"Yes, but, I have already triud that anl such tand such happened,"

The -)ther pers)n then says, "Well, then, why Li-In't Tu," the reply

to which is "Yes, but," and sl n.



Another popular game is Mini-Max. We all play this when we

answer a question with a question, Like, we may ask, "How much

Is two and two?" The reply may be, "Four?" with a question mark.

So, if we are right then we can say, "I knew the answer was four."

But, if we are wrong, we can say, "I really didn't think that was

the ansver," and we have covered ourselves, no matter what the result

is. Now, when we play games, we have to use adjustive behavior

and this may lead to capitulation or at the 17 ast, stressful

situations which also leads to poor health.

The most dezirable responses to a "here and now" event scoms

to bt, expruseive action which is understood nnd acetpted. This my

be in tht, form of constructive criticism, advice, or simply a

question. If it is understood r.nd accepted, then the two parties

involved are inclim,d to have a shared awareness of the problm.

This usually lciads to spontanoity, bettor inter-action nnd invol'-

ment which gives the people involvLd a sense of freedom. As a

result, enhances good social, mmtal and physical health.

It would sc m, then, if wu art.1 able to look at "here and now"

events in such a way that we can r espond to them in a manner that

is understood and accepted, this would be an improvemcnt in communi-

cation in our daily encountk:rs as wull as hetwLen students and

workers ca., school administrators or our families.

*i888:-::*****

WADNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1967

NATURE AND rowER OF ACCEPTIANCE - WAYNE E. WERNER

There are many words in counseling vernacular that are used

in much the same manner in which a small youngster recites the

Pledge of Allegiance nr the Lordt rrayc!r; glibly and with little



appreciation of the true meaning and significance. It is probable

that many counselors who look upon themselves as truly acceptant have

not had the time nor the opportunity to examine the concept in all

of its ramifications and to re-evaluate themselves accordingly. A

profession of acceptance on the part of the counselor without a

fairly thorough implementation may serve only to confuse his counselee.

While Fullmer and Bernard (Counseling Content and Process) saw

acceptance as "the proceos of relating to another person as an equal"

the 1962 Year Book Committee for thu Association for Supervision nnd

Curriculum Development described tho concept as "a.fuoling of being

a part of, oneness, of identity with". Acceptance, for them, appeared

to be thr onnosite of rejection and alienation. Carl Rogers viewt:d

acceptance as "a warm regard, as a person of unconditional self-worth",

Th somc instances attempts to define and describe what something

is, are best facilitated by first devtaoping idcqs of what it is not.

With this approach in mind, acceptance appears to be:

1. Not 'in net of condescending, of a helping hand from ono who has

to one who has not. As h s previously been stated, not a pro-

cess of "doing to" or even "doing with" but rather a facet of

the process of growing together.

2. Not a lack of involvement or a with-hold ng of oneself. Human

functions improve with use and exercisc, and amounts increu,se

in proportion. The more one gives and shares of oneself, the

more effective he becomes,

3. Not a condition but a process, not an objective but a procedure

which none of us completely achieves.

4. Not a bag of tricks.



5. Not approval, sympathy or tolerance or any kind of evaluation

expectancy, good or bad. That is to say, one who catagorizes,

judges, and labels probably is not perceived as or actually

is acccpting.

6. Not permissive in the sense that no limitations are set in the

relationship. On the contrary, each person has the obligation

to be authentically himself. Acceptance is not possible other-

wise. One cannot be what he is not. It is possible to differ

substancially in opinion and action wi h someone else and still

accept him as a person.

7. Not completely permissive in the respect that a "couldn't care

less" attitude is projected.

Statements of this nature concerning the mutuality of accoptance

and it's being essential for awareness and openness to experience,

appear to warrant both explanation and continuing conjecture.

1. In the first place, the concept one has of hinself, his self-

regarding attitudes are a result of the manner in which he has

been accepted by significant others. A person is always looking

for cues about himself, and these cognitions become the anchors

whereby he fashions his self definitiln. Thus one's self con-

cept is determined primarily by the way others define him.

Ar interesting corrolary to this also may be that as the

individual becomes what he is as a result of interacting with

other people, neither can he chaagc or become something diffenmt

without interpersonal contacts, itclusion and/or acceptance.

2. Whether or not a person expects to be valued positively or

negatively, t) be welcomed or rejected, is determined by the

way he remenbers how it has been in the past.



3. One tLnds to f el most questir'ned, unaccepted, and threatened

in thos areas where he feels most inadequatc. The more he

doubts his own worth because he has lacked acceptance, the more

thmatened and defensive he will be.

L. One who plays defensively only wins a few games.

5. Studies have shown that individuals who doubt their ability to

deal with certain aspacts of their environment tend to defend

their self-image by shutting off, denying to awarkAu.ss, or at

least distorting most of the disturbing elements with it.

6. The individual who cann)t accept him clf is denied the validity

of perception sfl necessary for relating effectively to people.

Acceptance relieves the client of using sclf-deftsating

defense m.chanisms which have blocked his ability to gain

objectiv( knowledf;e of himself and others, and which have

distrted his role-tgking. Dt.ft,nse implius throat Tnd attack.

7. A p,;rs n wh,o lacks acceptance nnd who is threatcned, oftt,n is

ap:nizingly self-oriented. Counsulors and teachers usually

cannot expect either gratitude %r concern for themselves to be

expressed by tr:vubled students. In fact, expressiLns of con-

cern for swileone other than himself and hir ,Ywn problems may

often be takun as an inc.icatin of nr crcss and crowth :in the

part of troubled student.

*********

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1967

NATURE AND POgER OF ACCEPTANCE (Contfd.)

Discussi n and questions involved at the end the first half

of the presentaticn on acceptance rt,volved largtAy ar und the pe,rson

who lacks aLtceptance and who is threatened, bein.7, also very much



sulf-oriented and self-centered. We also discussed the point that

we as teachers and counselors usually cannot expect either gratitude

or anpreciation for the help we #ve to problem students.

To continue:

8. In the sense of the need for belonging or acceptance, the

individual mty attempt to gajn a closer relaticnship with

people by attempting to do and t,J be exactly as they appear

to want him to be. Their appr-vnl comes to mean ro much that

his own authenticity and identity are sacrificed. He never

comes to know himself because he appreciates himself .51,) little

and he feels so sure of being rejected that he does not dare

to be whatever he is. He vacilates fr'm one human being to

another, ambivalent, disorg9nized, almost impossible to relate

to and know, and generally sl disturbing that he is difficult

to tolerate. Who can deal with a "maybe" or an inconsistency?

How does one relate to a contjnuing cmtradiction?

9. No one appears to know whether one is able to accept others

becaus he himself has been accepted, or whether he can aeeept

himself because others have accented him. Prlbably it is

sufficient to s y that one 1,)es not exist without the other.

Thu question of who shall be accepting first seldom arises

in schools. It is taken for d;ranted that the ceacher Jr ce)un-

selor who best accepts himself and who is operating fr m

p-sition of psychological secarity must assume the responsibility

for establishinF: che relationship as accepting if he is to

premite pt.rsonal growth rather than merely to buc me another

problem for his student.



As a matter of fact, student behavior which he finds most

difficult to accept may constitute the best in ications of

inadequate feelings in areas in whIch growth is possible for

the teacher or counselor,

10. Our society is such that the attitude and insistance that a

really good person always putc others first has operaed to

inhibit the ability of many of its members to value anc: accept

themsclves. Oheok yoLr own reaction the next time someone

expresses sincere appreciation to you or pays you a cmplimont.

Can you take what ho iP trying to give and hence make the

expression of his feeling possible, or must you deny both his

feeling abmt you and your ability to do s,omething yourself?

11. It is necessary for one to accept his own behavior, feelings,

and reactions, or in other words, himself, before it is possible

for him t. do anything about them. A pGrson must learn to own

his feelings, to own himself, the good as well as the bad. The

acceptance of a mistake as onets own is tbe first step in the

growth process,

12. One who does not feel accepted and cannot accept others generally

feels isolated or "not a part of". He lacks a feeling of

personal identity for the reason that this requires an identi-

fication with something and as far as meaningful interpersonal

contacts are concerned, he has nothing. It is very difficult

to be a person without pelple. Robinson Crusoe without Friday

really was not much. With Friday there he had status, importance

and identity. If he had been unable to accept Friday and

rejected him, he would have deprived himself of all of these.



13. In mDst, if not all of the preceding plints a circular and

self-defeating pattern can be seen. Becruse one is unab2- to

accept himself, he is unable to accept others, which rCuces

their acceptance of him making acceptance more difficult.

14. Certain degrees or shades of prLy, as far as being accepted is

concerned, exist in all of us. Probably few of us who claim

some knowledge in the field nf interpersonal relatins have

dealt with the ngture nf our )wn aet3ptanco of others. The

p)int here is that it will avail us little to be e)net.med with

the quality of acceptance manifested by povsoas oidher than our-

selve.s. I can only speak of "H, w it is with me".

Thosu of us eng,tged in the s)-called "Helping pr)ft,ssions"

facu a tw dimensional pr)blem in n2akifl thoe wu atttlirt:t to

help fuel acceptLd. The first of thtse is the personal questi n

of whether we ourselves are really capable of acceptance of

nurscaves and othGrs. The sec)nd facet deals with our ability

of communicoting our acceptanc to our students and c,lunselees,

Our success-,)riented sf)cial system, the act of designating the

pqrties involved in an interpersonal situatirn as "Helper" and

help" gut, matically labels ')ne as being m re cJmpetent

and the othcr as less competent. Thse who need help most

avoid asking for it and resist with varying dcznioes )f hostility

being "c lled in" and the r)ther Affers mf assistance.

Thu adequate person, or the one on the m)st competent side

of the desk may he poveolv(a, stntns-wiso, ns speaking from a

lcvel than tho one ,)n the ot.her side.



What can counselors and teachers do? How can we help students

and counselees to feel accepted and communicate on their level?

George Pierson at the conclusion of study of full-year NDEA Counael-

ing and Guidance Institutes, stated, "The counselor or teacher who

cannot receive help himself cannot help otherl " In counsel-

ing, this means that the very nature of the helping rrocess is such

that the helper (the teacher and counselor) cannot remain outside

of the process that is taking place hopefully in the student or

counselee.

TerIchers awl counselors need to realize that they need student.s

and counselees as Crusoe needed Friday. Students and counselees

not only present them with a chance to be teachers and counselors

by furnishinp them gith the :Apr rtunity to be increasingly more

effective individuals.

Since urging another to lenrn and change and be different may

be construed by him as dissatisfacti n witn how he is or non-accept-

ance; how can a teacher or counselor be active agents in promoting

an ther growth and change without reinforcing his feelings of

inadequacy? Possibly thls can best be done by offering tD change

with him; by the teacher or c)unselr recognizing the opportunity

for personal growth presented by his internetim with the student.

Opnortunities for learning anti kr)wth are seldom realized until

their existence is recognized, 51,-h a realization can generate a

genuine and profound respect on t)1:: part of teache: -nd counselor

for the value of those for who . work. Frcm frame of

reference, the 4:ommunication of acceptance should not be difficult.



Two things which seem to merit reamphasis are:

1. In areas with the greatest potential for personal growth for

most all of us may osst be represented by those individuals

to be most distrubing, and

2. The mst valid measure of onets acceptance both of himself and

of others may rest in his capacity to let others help him.

***-R-**, **.:1.****it-;HH;

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18, 1967

FACILITATION OF SIGNIFICANT DEARNING - WAYNE E. WERNER

Two Types of Assum tions in Education

I. The Assum tions Im licit in Current Educati..

If we obsorve our educational institutions at all levels,

from first grade through graduate study, and if we try to abstract

from the beha7ior of educators, those assumptions or principles upon

which they act, I believe we will come up with some such list as that

which follows. It should be clear that these assumptions are implicit

rather than explicit, that they are drawn from what teachers do

rather than from what they spi.

1. One of the most obvious and pvrvasive assumptions is that the

student cannot be trusted to pursue his own learning.

2. A second implicit assumption is that presentation equals learning.

This is evident in every curriculum and every lesson plan.

3. This third and very basic assumption is that the aim of education

is to accumulate brick upon brick of factual knowledge. There

must be a "Foundation of Knowledge."

4. Another basic principle underlying our educational procedures is

that the truth is known. In almost every textbook, knowledge is

presented as a closed book. "These are the frets."
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Another undeniable assumption evident in all of our edu.lational

operations Is that constructive and creative citizens develop.

aon...22.ssiireers.

6. One final and very pervasive assumption, especially in American

education, is that evaluation is education and education is

evaluation.

Taking examinations and preparinE, for the next sci of exams Is

a way of life students. Rarely does the student ask himsolf,

"What aspect of this subject or this bo)k would int(-rocit me?"

The sole question is, "What do you suppose will he asked on the

examinabion?" When a faculty member or parent asks a student

what he got out of a curtain course, the studentrs response is

exactly what me would expect in this system: "I got a

How can the incorporation of the process of l'arning and

nh-Inging ht- math- thf- deepest purposE, of the educational experience?

I believe a new set of assumptions will replace the present principles,

and the list which follows is an attempt t) sut f rth s,Ime of these

assumptions.

1. Human beings have a natural p tentiality for learning. Tht,y are

curious about their world; they are ambivalently eager to develop

and learn; they have the capacity for making constructive dis-

criminations bc-tween learning opportunities.

2. Significant learning takes place wiwn the subject matter is per-

ceived by the student as having relevance for his own purposes.

3 Much si gni fi orrnt. Anruing ir ne4pl1red through doing. When a

student is attemptiag to cope with a pr.)blem which is directly

r.onfronting him, effective learning is likely to occur.



Learning is facilitatA when the student participates responsibly

in the learning process. When he chooses his own directiorls,

helps to discover his own learning resources, formulates his ,,wn

problems, decides his own course of action, lives with the

consequences of each of these choes, then significant learning

is maximized.

5. Self-initiated learning, involving the whole person of the 7,earner

feelings as well as intellect - is the most pervasive and lrlsting.

Where it ir; the totally involved learning of oneself, by oneself,

this is most effective. This is not learnAng which takes place

ft only from the neck up." It is egut-level" type of learning

which is profound and pervasive.

6. Creativity in learning is best facilitated when self-criticism

and self-evaluation are basic, and evaluation by others is of

secondary importance. Creativity blossoms in an atmosphere of

freedom. (Our observations of the provess of this work shop

emphasizes this point).

7. The most socially useful learning in the modern world is the

learning of the process of learning, a continuing openness to

experience, an incorporation into oneself of the process of change

Conditions Which Facilitate Learning

1. In the first place, there is no doubt that learning takes place

most effectively when the individual is face to face with the

problem which is meaningful to him, a problem to which he desires

to find a solutiln.

2. When the teacher is a real person, being what he is, entering

into a relationship with the learner without presenting a front
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or a facade, he is much mnre likely to be effective.

Seen from this point of view it is suggested that the teacher can

be a real person in his relationship to hia students. He can be

enthusiastic, bored, interested in his students$ angry, sensitive

and sympathetic. Because he accepts these feelings as his own,

he has no need to impose them on his students.

Another attitude which stands out in the work of those who have

been iluccessful in promoting learning is acceptance, (a valuing

of the student, a valuing of his feelings and his opinions.

A further element which establishes a climate for learning is

empathic understanding. When the teacher has the ability to under-

stand the student's reactions from the inside, has a sensitive

awareness of the way the process of education seems to the students

then ag%in the likelihood of personally meaningful learning 1s

increased.

This kind of understanding is sharply different from the usual

evaluative understanding which follows the pattern of, "1 under-

stand what is wrong with you." When there is sensitive empathy,

however, the reaction in the lamer follows something of this

pattern, "At Ilst someone understands how it feels and seems to

be me without wanting to analyze me or judge m. Ncw I can blossom

and grow and learn."

Curronly, education often develo s individuals who can readily,

criticize any proposal or idea but who are a complete loss when it

comes to making s.1.22i.tjaLzhnordecisidinpi constructive

action.

Following the above presentation a tape recording of "The Poor

Seholar's Soliloquy" was played for the staff's reactian4
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The Poor Schelarts S liloquy

By Stephen M. Corey

I'm not vary good in school. This is my s econd year in the seventh

ade and I'm bigger and taller than the other kids. They like m all

ight, though oven if I don't say much in the schoolroom, because outsi

can tell them how to do a lot of things. They tag around me and tlit,t

ort of makes up for what goes on in schoel.

dontt know why the teachers don't like me. They never have very much

eems like they don't think you know anything unless they can name thu

it comes out of. I've got a lot of bloks in my room at home--b,)Nk.

ike Popular Soienea Mechanical Encyclopedia and the Sears' and Ward's

atalegues, but I don't very often just sit d)wn and reed them throngh

ike they make us do in school. I use my books when I want to find

mehhing ont, likP whenever Mom buys something set: ;ndhnnd I l ),11t it

p in Soars' or Uardts first nud tell ber if shots getting stm6 or

ot. I can use the index in a hnvry tn find the things T went4

n school, though, we've got t.1 learn whatever is in the bo)k and I

ust can't memerize the stuff. Last year I stayed after sch),l every

xht fer tw- weeks trying to lfarn thu names f the Presidents Of

ursL I knew some of them like WashingtNu and Joffers)n ;Ind Liuk;

ut there must have been thirty altogether end I never did get them

traight,

m neeb tno serry though beceuse the kids who learned the Presidents

ad to turn right around rtnd learn all the Vice Presidents. I am

aking the seventh gr-hde ever but our teecher this yea: isn't so

nterosted in the names of the Presidents. Shu has us trying to

earn the names of ell the great American invent)rs.

ids Seemed Interested

I guess I just can't remember names in hist.)ry. Anyway, this year I've

been trying to learn abnut trucks bocuse my uncle owns throe and he

says I can drive one when I'm si.s,toon, I already know the hemsep,ower

and number of forward and hnekward spocAs ,q) twenty-six American

trucks, some of the Dies1s, and I can spot each cne a lnng way off.

It's funny how the Diesel works. I started to toll my teacher about

it last Wednesday in science class whanthe pump we were using to make

a vacuum in a bell jar got hot, but she said she didn't seu what a

Deisel engine had te do with nur experiment on air pressure s) I just

kept still. The kids seemed interested thnugh. I toek fur of them

areund my uncle's saraf:,e efter scheel and we saw the mechanic, Gus,

tearing a big truck Diesel down, 30y, dnes he know his stuffs

I'm not very goed in genrTaphy, either. They call it ecnnomic geograph;

this year. We've been studying the imports and exp,)rts of Chile all

week but I couldn't tell svu what they are. Maybe the reasen is I had

to miss school yesterdey because my uncle took me and his big trailer

truck dewn state about two hundred miles and we brought almost ten

tons of stock to the Chicage; mrket,
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He had told MB where we were z,oing and I had to figure out the highways

to take and the mileage. He didn't do anything but drive and curn

where I told him to. Was that funi I sat with a map in my lap and

told him to turn south or southeast or some other direction. We made

seven stops and drove over five hundred miles round trip. I'm

figuring now what his oil cost and also the wear and tear of the
truck--he calls it depreciation-- so we'll know bow much we made.

I even write out all the bills and send letters to the farmers about

vhat their pigs end beef cattle 'epought at the stockyards. I only

made three mistakes in 17 letters 1!7.st time, my aunt said-- all

commas. She's been through high school and reads them over, I wish

I could write school themes that way. The last one I had to write

was on, ftWhat a Daffodil Th:Inks of Spring," and I just couldn't get

going.

I don't do very well in school arithmetic either, Seems I Just vanit
keep my mind on the problms. We had one tne other day like this:

If a 57 foot telephane pole falls across a cement highway so that

17-3/6 feet extend from one side and 14-9/17 feet from the other,

how wide is the highway? That seemed to me like an awfully silly
way to get the width of a highway. I didn't even trv to answer it

because it didn't say whether the pole had fallen straight across

or not.

Not 29.ILEIE_Lax_LasillE

Even in shop I don't get very good grades. All of us kids made a

broom holder and bookends this term and mine were sloppy. I just

couldn't get interested. Mom doesn't use a broam any more with her

new vacuum cleaner, and all our books are in a bookcase with glass

doors in the parlor, Anyway, Y wanted to make an end gate for my

uncle's trailer but the shop teacher said that meant using metal and

w,,)od both and I'd have to work with wood first. T didn't see why,

but I kept still and made a tie rack ot school and the tail gate after
schcol at my uncle's garage. He said I saved him $10.00

Civics is hard for me, too. I've been staying after school trying to

lec.rn the "Articles of Confederation" for almost a week because the

teacher said we couldn't be good citizens unless we did. I really

tried, bocaus I want to be a good citizen. I did hate to stay after

school though because a bunch of us boys from the south end of town

have been cleaning up the old lot across from Taylor's Machine Shop

to make a playground (rat of it for the little kids from the Methodist

home. I made the jungle gym from old pipe and tha guys made me Grand

Mongul to keep the playground going. We raised enough money collecting

scrap this month to build a wire fence clear around the lot.

Dad says I can quit school when I'm fifteen and I'm sort of anxious

to because there are a lot of things I want to learn how to do and

as my uncle says, I'm not getting any younger.
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SELF-CONCEPT AND VCCATIONAL-CHOICE - WAYNE E. WERNER

Self-concept, ego-ideal, self-image and self-structure are often

used interchangeably and from a variety of choices available. Brammer

and Showtromts definition of self-coneept is as follows: "the indivi-

dual's dynamic organization of concepts, values, goals, and ideals Waic)

determine the way in which he shor.id behave." The individual's self-

concept assumes varinus subjective attributes "in the form of I am (his

nature), I can (his capacities), I should or should not be (his values),

I want to be (his aspirations). The self-cmcept, then, is a developed

adequate sense of identity which is characterized by cInsistency under

stress.

To illustrate by anecdote: Although the correct question t,) ask

yt)unasturs is "what do you want to do?" one second-4rade teacher, durin

show-and-tell asked his charges to tell %that they wanted to be." The

first youngster to volunteer said, "My name is Sam, and Itd like to be

an airplane pilot if I can, and I think I can." As we see there are

3f)M self-concept aspects in Sam's respinst, along with some feelings

of adequacy in aspiration level. The ne=t child, however, remarked,

"My name is Sadie, and Itd like to .1..ow up to be a lidy and have a baby

if I can, and I think I can." Here we see a Flunt.i.ster acceptin4 a

sloial-biological role, again with feelings of potential adequacy. The

third child bounced up to the front and blurted, "My name is Dan, and

I don't give a damn about Sam and his plan, but I'd like to help 3adie

with her plan if I can, and thinx I can." Dan identified stronly

with other people and shows that he's willinc to help others achieve

their goals.



Occupational choice is a developmental process that extends over

Aany years and must be considered in conjunction with the develop-

ing self-concept.

One tends to become what others think of him and when we accept

what others think of us, the process becomes a self-fullfilling

prophecy (like the children from "bad homes").

Individuals learn their self-concept from the way in which they

are treated by significant others. Research tells us that the

social-self is more job-success relevent than the skill-self. We

live with people, all psychological growth is dependent upon

contact with people.

3. Valid occupational information can be restrictive upon today's

youngsters. We can destroy initiative, lower aspiration level,

grind down a budding relf-concept based on feelings of social

adequacy and skill maovcry, merely by being right. Right, that is

today: To illustrate by anecdote:

Churchill was scheduled to drop-in on quite a few cocktail parties

given to celebrate an election victory. By the tim he arrived at

the last one in the series, he was, as the British say, "in his

cups." Maneuvering through a narrow door enroute to tho bar which

was across the room, Sir Winston happened to jostle Lady 'Smythe,

placed like many women I've met - right in the doorway. The

Grand Dame whispered to Churchill as he tried to pass, "Sir Winston

you're drunk." The guest of honor, apparently not hearing,

proceeded directly to the haven of the bar. Halfway across the

room - buzzing with celebrating guests - Lady Smythe called rather

openly, "Sir Winston,'youtre drunk,". Not deterred, Churchill

continued without pause, At the bar now, and across the room from

his tormentor, he was getting his drink when Lady Smythe screamed,

"Sir Witston, youtre drunk." Churchill, hunkered over the serving

counter, peared back across the now silent room and retorted,

3LadY Smythe, youtre ugly. And further more, tomorrow, when I'm

sober, youtll still be ugly."

Lady Smythe was right today, but from Churchill's frame of reference

tomorrow would bring a different conclusion based upon changing

conditions, because Churchill had personal faith in his future,

he had power in the present. But, of course, some conditions do



not change with time (like the beauty of Mrs. Smythe).

What are som.e facts? We experienced a 59% increase in the

production of goods and services with a 3% increase in the number

of man-hours worked during the period 1.947-3_963. 97% of net-gain

in workers since World War U has been in "White Collar" occupations.

Today, 25% of ell of the U.S. incone is "unearned" by the economistst

term of "earned" and "Unearned." That is to say, it is "unearned" in

the senoe that it is not done by a laborer, skilled or unskilled.

By the turn of the century; it is predicted that 50% of all income

will be "unearned". 75% of the Jimior High School students today

will be working in jobs that do not curre.ntly exist.

When it is uniformly predicted that the typical worker will

change his type of job two or three times (or more in a working

career), then under such circumstances, new questions of self-

identity appear when the job disappears or is fundamentally trans-

formed. Then what happens to the definition of who one is, a

definition based on a work-role?
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LEARNING AND BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS - WENDY SCHROEDER

Although the program for learning and behavioral problems is

Idesigned for the students in the primary, intermediate and junior

high grade levels, many of the problems repvesented in these classes

are also evidenced in the Multi-Occupations group.

State law mandates that to be eligible for a "special education

class" a student must be judged emotionally disturbed and/or brain

injured. Every attempt is made in the program for learning and behavior

problems to avoid attaching labels to the students. The only requirement

for referral to this program is that the student is presenting signi-

ficant difficulties in the classroom. It is assumed only that the

significant difficulty or behavioral problem is a result of a learning

disability.

The first objective of the program is to get the children's

behavior under control. Many of these children are hyperactive; most

have a relatively short attention span. Most of the students have

experienced failure in every phase of school life. They habaschool,

resent being taken from their classroom, and may think they are retarded

because of the label "special class". As a result many of the students

are "climbing the walls" or "swinging from the light fixtures". To

control the behavimr the classes are small (8 students per class) and

very structured in terms of behavior. The limits are set immediately

and a prim factor in maintaining discipline is the consistency of the

teacher. Once the students understand their limits the teacher can

work on the learning problems.

The key to the success of the program is in individualizing

instruction. No single curriculum is used with each class. Instead
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an attempt is made first of all to identify each childts specific

learning problem - to find out whL.:_thc,.chi)._..,s.:lcanttlearn.
A number

of testing devic,es and observations aru used to make this determination,

Next an "educational prescription" is written for each child, making

use of a wide variety of materials and apptoaches. The critical item,

of course, is what to use when,

Once the child begins to feel the academic success he has been

missing the work can progress and it is hoped that eventually the

child will be able to r,-)turn to a regular classroom situation.

The following are samples of som of the types of problems fre-

quently encountered in the students in the program for learning and

behavior problems:

VISUAL PERCEPTUAL DISABILITIES

I. Position in Space

A. Clumsy and hesitant movements.

B. Difficulty understanding what is meant by words designating

spatial position -- for examplu: in, out, up, down, before,

behind, left, right.

C. Letters, words, numbers to him are distorted and confusing
(reversals)

II. Perception of Spatial Relationships

A. Improper perception of the sequence of letters in a word.

Example: He may read string as stirring or spell it sitrng.

B, Math - unable to remember sequence of processes involved in

problems of long division or fail to perceive the relative

position of the digits in problems of multiplication.

C. Map reading, understanding graphs, learning systems of measure-

ment may be equally difficult.
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II, Perceptual ConstancyAbility to perceive an object as possessing

although he may learn to recognize a number, letter or word in

a particular fcrm or context; he may be quite unable to recognize

the same symbol in a different manner. (The child is Gcinstantly

deceived by his senses.)

Visual-Motor Coordination - ability to coordinate vision with

movements of a part or parts of the body,

1. Unabl6 to dress himself 3. Poor in cutting, pasting, drawing

2. Poor in sports 4. Difficulty in writing

* Academic learning may be less affectcd by disabilities,

Figure-ground - ability to select from mass of incoming stimuli

a limited number of stimulus which becomes the ccnter of attention.

1. Appears to be inattentive and disorganized.

2. "Stimulus bound" - unable to draw a straight lino between

boundaries because one of the b)undavics captures his

attention and he directs his pencil towards it.

RESULT: A. Forms letters inc.)rrectly,

B. Work appears careless.

C. Unable to find his place on page.

D. Skips sections.

E. Unable to solve problems on crowded page,

*****-****

Wednesday, August 23, 1967

THE PROBLEM OF MENTAL RETARDATION - KEN FREELAND

Mental Retardation Defined

Mental retardation is a condition, characterized by the faulty

development of intelligence, which impairs an individualls ability to

learn and to perform tasks appropriate to his age,

The failure of intelligence to develop normally nay be due to

diseases or conditions--occurring before or at the time of birth, or in



"crzncy or Mtldh410d--
that damage the brain. It may also be due to

aot,Irs determinad by heredity that affect the development of the brain

nd by hame or social conditions which fail to provide4he child with

dequate stimulation or :pportunities for learning.

auses of Menta1_4etardation

Thera are more than 200 known diseases and conditions that can caus

ental retardation. As yet there is no treatmient to cure this condition,

The fant that their child will never catch up is one of the hardest

things for parents to accept.

The degree rf retardation varies greatly among individuals. It can

be 30 severe that the afflicted p:;rson must have protective care through-

out his life. In others the retardation is so mild that miny tasks can

be learned and a measure of independence in every day life can be

achieved. In a substantial number of cases the affected persons can

adjust in a limited way to the demands of society, and in many instances

can, with help, become productive members of the labor force.

There is no fully satisfactory way of characterizing the degrees

of retardation. According to the classification proposed by the American

Association on Mental Deficiency, they range from profound to mild. The

developmental characteristics, potential for education and training,

and social and vocational adequacy, according to this classification,

are summarized below by age groups.



DEVELOPMENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED

Pre-School Age

es of 0-5
1 Re- IQ Maturation and

tion Range Development

rate

50-70 Slower to talk,
walk: and feed
self than most
children,may
appear no-smal

35-50 Noticeable de-
lays in motor
development,
particularly
speech;respcnds
to training in
various self-
help activities

20-35 Marked delay in
motor develop.
ment little or
no communication
skill; may re-
spond to train-
ing in elem.en-
tary self-help

found 20 and
Under

Gross retarda-
tion, minimal
capacity for
functioning in
3ensory and
motor areas;
needs nursing
care

TAL RETARDATION vs MENTAL ILLNESS:

Mental illness usually does not occur before school and is a

sudden change in personality. It is generally an emotional problem.

TUB illness can be treated and can be cured.

School Age
6 - 20

Training and
Education

Cr4n acquire
practical and
academic skills
to 3rd-6th
grade level, can
be guided to-
ward social con-
formity

Can learn
rimple commun-
lcation health,
and safety
habits, & man-
ual skills; un-
likely to pro-
gress beyond 2nd
grade academic
level

Has some under-
standing of
speech & some
response; can
profit ffom
Systematic
habit training

Delays in all
artas of devel-
opment, shows
basic emotional
responses; may
respond to
training; needs
supervision

Adult
21 and over
Social & Voca-
tional Adequacy

Can usually achiso
adequate social
& vocational
skills to allow
minimum self-
support, mayneed
guidance & aid
when undar unusud
social or
econmic stress

Can pmeorm s impas

tasks under shelt-

ered conditions;
participates in

simple recreatial

travels alone Ia

familiar places;

usually incapable

of self-main-
tenance

Can conform to
daily routines
& repetive activ-

ities; needs
continued Direc-
tion & super-
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dentification of Mental Retardation

This is done by parents and teachers. By using a medical exaninati

Q. tests, Achievement Tests, Persinality tests, ctc. It is Aecessary

know the disability of the child before planning the program,

haracteristics of Mental Retardation

Mental retardation in no way changes the humaness of an individual,

ierefore, socially, physically, and emotilnally the basic needs of the

hild are tilte same as of all children.

ntal Retardation is often accompanied by:

Short attention span. (Featherstone, Hill, Snyder)

Great diffiaulty in working with abstractions Wth Yearbook)

Difficulty in using the symbols of computation and communication,

.

(Cruzer Cole, 49th Yearbook, Snyder)

Need for the concrete and. situational in learning. (Hill, 49th
Ycarbook)

Inability to project interest beyond the immediate. (Baker, Cole,
Drenned, Goldstein)

Inadequate or at times an erratic drive. (The Backward Child,
Lanzer, 29th Yearbook)

Inability to evaluate oneself. (Bakerr, Cole, Hill)

Sensitivity to negative criticism. (Baker, Cole, Hill)

Inability to take failure constructively. (Featherstone, The Backwarc
Child, Lanzer, 29th Yearbook)

Defense of oneself.and actions in the face of criticism. (Goldstein,
The Backward Child, Lanzer, 29th.Yearbook)

Critieal Attitude toward otherP. (A. Kirk)

Confusion in the face of new problems. (Goldstein, Snyder)

AR inability to draw concluaions or abstract salient learningo-ftom
either a concrete experience or a body of facts. (Cole, Hill,

Mailloux, 49th Yearbook.)

The need for. many a specific and varied instances as basic to any

atterApt at geteralization. (Cole)



An inability to see likenesses or differences between objects or

things. (Cole, Featherstone, Snyder)

Defective reasrning ability, pnor discrimination, and invbility to

make deductions. (Snyder)

Inability to infer accompanied by illogical conclusilas based on

insufficient eviience. (Drenned, Baker, Hill,Mftilloux)

A lack of adaptive associative or organizing powers. (Cruze, Goldstcf
Mailloux)

An inability to transfer learnings from situation. (Hill, Jacob,
Kirk, 29th Yearbook)

An inability to work --)n complicated tasks or to follow complicated

or involved directikIns. (Breckenbridge, Kirk, 49th Yearbook)

An inability to continue effectively without sow, rtilntion to

supervision.

Varying degrees of visual, auditory and general sensory pereopit )1A.

(Kirk, Snyder)

Restricted power for independent actim, initiative and resource.A.

fullness. (Cole)

A tendency to copy or imitate. (Mailloux, The Backward Child)

A tendency to stereotyped responses and behavior. (Baker, Kirk)

Because of mental confusion the child often prefers the company of

much younger children. (Breckenridge, Jacob)

He may fear to share. (Cole, Hill)

He may anpear to have little ambition but may really lack imaginntiol
(Snyder)

He tends to be more or less confused in proportion to the size 4f

the group in which he finds himself.

oses and Ob ectives of Education f,orzth,e Eduqable Mental:1y Retnrded:

The goals for the mntally retarded are the same as for all children

the secondary schools,experience is given in the tool subjects, utiliz:

ese subjects in everyday activities; developing home building skills;

ob training; and personal conduct.



Work aa17.2=n12:

Phase 1 - School all day getting the necessary preparation for

tting a job.

Phase 2 . School 1/2 day - or 1/2 day is spent in a school system

j ob.

Phase 3 School 1/2 day and either the school work program or a

mmunity job.

Phase 4 . Full time employment in the community.

Phase 5 . Graduation

.ing all this a supervisor is constantly available to help the students

any capacity.

damental Needs of the ManlalitIttarkiltutalt:

The most Tundamental need of the-retarded studamt is the feeling

f security. -Ee.also needs training in job occupation, training in tool

bjftcts to help him get along in-the world, training in be.roming confi-

ent to try new things. He-needs to feel that he can and does accomp7Ash

°loathing and he-needs to feel adequate.

ggestions for Facilitating Acteeptable Social idehavior in the Mentally
Retarded

Guiding Principles Regarding the Eduratim of t le -Slow Ifearnigg

Tha-mental.,ability of the tlowwleaming child is olitarairterized by a

slower rate of and a lens full total, developmant than. is that of the

normal, child.

The mental-ability of the alaw.olearming child is- tharaeterized: bT

limitationa in abilities involving abstract thinking and symbols.

The uae of concrete-material:id:I:laid in devaloptmg ability LK the

slow learning rhild through doing things.

Are,xTing-/A,. levels, within a. group of acwwlearning. children Andicate

varying degrees and rates of learning ability. Provision should be

made for-the.child to attain a-maxinuma"hieveinent,in eac4 ability

to be developed with consideration for the unevanness.of the

abilities displayed.

The learning mituationa provided must be suitoedto the thildts Ural

and rate of learning ability to enable him to succe3d.

rlseerning situations sholild be .appropriated to-the-physiological-and

social age of the child.although they muat *ot_demand intellectual.

T,roveesses beyond his ability.

'Pallure and-dimkouragement result-when'undu r4ressure-is applied-und

the mentally retarded .child. is urged to accomplish work beyond hill

The.elemients of sucreeT and-approval are- .of great-import.anci

tn the education of the slaw learning rhild if he.is.todevelop- ti,elf-

ipkordIdentb-and selfftrreliaat61.--



Prvision should be made for the recognitirm of individual effort

and accomplishment comparing with the childfs own previous efforts

ox some suitable goal of attainment for that particular dhild rather

than comparisons between children of unequal abilities.

The mentally retarded child is limited in his ability to apply in

one situation experiences learned in another. It is difficult for

him to anticipate consequences anc l. to appraise his own actions and

accomplishments, He learns best thr,)ugh cmcrete experiences, and

the repetition of experiences, to develop desirable habits and

attitudes.

Specific habits and information must be taught the slow-learning

child while the nermal may acquire the same habits and attituds

incidently.

Planned procedures tend to promote satisfactory developmnnt and

adjustment of the mentally retarded child so lenruing situations

should be guided and planned in such a way tha, they will furniah

specific knowledge, skills, attitudes, and habits that will Pinot:ion

in every day life situations.

In the learning process the elements of need, recurrenct. and

success are just as essential to effective learning for the msntally

retarded child as for the normal child. Too much stress is often

placed on repetition with a disregard for a recognition, on the

part of the child, of needs, purpose, or interest. Recurring

material or situations must be meaningful.

Every slow learning child presents an individual problem. Grouping

of children for instruction is a convQ,nient devic;e for instructional

purposes but the teacher must study each individual and apply

necessary individual instruction in sone instances in order to

assure the maximum growth of each child in the group.

Reference: Education f the Slow Learning Child by C. Ingram,

hapter III PP* 34-41 E-5735-1

lassroom Practice AffectingSocial Adjustment of the Mentallyjletnied:

(1) Well planned activities

(2) Self-direction

(3) Materials selected with care

(4) Begin with simple and something Ale knows and move to more

difficult and abstract,

(5) Routines - simple

(6) Individual instruction



Suggestions for the Management of Behavior of the Mentally Retarded:

(1) Positive approach

(2) Encourage, not discourage

(3) Specific statements

(4) Use calm voice

(5) Avoid threats

(6) Avoid issues with student - do this privately

(7) Be consistent

(8) Pay attention tc) good things

(9) Focus attention on what you want child to do and

what you expect,

(10) Keep teacher verbalism to a minimum.

Film: "Selling One Guy Named Larry"


